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Ohio Art League Special Exhibition at MadLab Theatre and Gallery
‘Play with Your Food’ by Daniel Rosales
August 7, 2014 – COLUMBUS, OHIO – Experience a mixture of food, comedy and the human
condition during, artist Daniel Rosales’ very special exhibition, ‘Play with Your Food,’ running
August 28–September 13 at MadLab Theatre. Rosales stated, “The idea of showing food in a
manner that’s reserved to people gives a unique take on human personality. This show is for
anyone who has ever enjoyed playing with their food and now they don't have to imagine what it
would look like. To see how the inanimate would live if they could.”
View this exhibition August 28–September 13 during the MadLab theatre production, “The
Playdaters” at 227 North 3rd Street in Columbus. There is no admission to view the artwork.
Hours are: August 29, 30 and September 5, 6, 12 and 13 from 7:00–8:00pm and by
appointment.
An opening reception with light refreshments will be held Friday, August 29 from 5:00–7:00pm
at MadLab Theatre and Gallery.
About the Artist: Daniel Rosales
Daniel is a professional food and wedding photographer. Born and raised in Philadelphia,
Rosales lived in New York City for 9 years after high school and during college. Rosales
recently moved to Columbus with his girlfriend.
About MadLab Theatre and Gallery
MadLab is a non-profit organization that provides an artistic haven for the creation and
experience of original works. It is a laboratory where individuals and ensembles are free to
experiment without censor. Each year, MadLab produces seven to eight full-length original
productions. In addition, MadLab serves emerging artists by providing an affordable, quality
venue to small arts organizations. Learn more at madlab.net.
About OAL
The Ohio Art League is an innovative leader in Ohio for supporting visual artists during all
stages of their careers. OAL connects member artists to patrons of the arts, the community, and
exhibit and studio spaces. Through professional development, mentorship and advocacy, OAL
works strategically to help Ohio cultivate and retain top visual art talent while positioning the
state as a hub for the visual arts.
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Opportunities to curate and show art in OAL’s member curated exhibitions are open exclusively
to members. To learn more or become a member, please visit OAL.org.
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